
Mining tourmaline in North Korea, and similar acts of 
mineralogical desperation.

“Ore”, as we all know, is not a mineralogical word; it is an economic term. 
An ore is a rock that can be profitably exploited for its mineral content, so a 
rock that qualifies as ore at a given time and place is not necessarily ore at a 
different time and place. Just because a rock contains gold, for example, 
doesn’t mean it is “gold ore”; it might be a small deposit so far from a road 
that the road construction would cost more than the metal is worth, or the 
gold might be in a mineral species which is difficult to process, like 
jonassonite. A lot of factors enter into the calculation: value of the element in 
question (prices can be volatile), borrowing costs for start-up capital, labour 
costs, chemical processing, distance from markets, surrounding land values, 
environmental regulations, and so on. And the economics can get really 
weird when the flow of free trade is interrupted…

Let’s consider the case of a lowly element we don’t think about much: 
Boron, normally used in the form of boric acid or sodium borate (borax). 
Borates have been a valued mineral commodity for thousands of years, used 
in ancient times for making glass, ceramic glazes, and mummies. In modern 
times it has become essential for an astonishing range of uses, such as heat-
resistant glass, fiberglass, enamel, numerous chemicals (bleaches, 
detergents, adhesives, pyrotechnics, anticorrosives, insecticides, to name just 
a few), medicines, aerospace composites, and in the nuclear power industry 
(neutron control, radiation shielding…), and even in some foods (like 
caviar). World consumption is now up to almost two million tons of borates 
every year. Although we might survive a few months without fireworks and 
caviar, lack of borates for its other uses would bring economic disaster. Let’s 
take a trip back in time to the 1930s and 40s and see what can happen…

Around 1940 the world consumed “only” 300,000 tons a year of borax and 
boric acid, and the vast majority of that – 80 to 90% - came from California. 
Most of the remaining 10 to 20% came from salt flats in the Andes 
mountains of Argentina, Peru, Chile and Bolivia. (The biggest reserves in 
the world are currently in Turkey, but that’s another story.) So in the 1930s 
the Empire of Japan (then including Japan, Korea, Taiwan and Manchuria) 
had a serious problem. We are all familiar with the Pacific war that allegedly 
started when Japan bombed Pearl Harbor in 1941, but what many have 
forgotten is that, for several years previous to that dark day, Japan had 
perceived America to be increasingly hostile to it, and relations suffered a 
precipitous decline after 1933, eight years before Pearl Harbor. The USA 
controlled almost all of the world’s borates, and the shipping lanes across the 



Pacific, and it blocked sales of borates to Japan.

By 1938, Japan was running out of borates and was getting worried about 
certain strategic uses like glass for vacuum tubes (Does anyone under age 40 
remember what a vacuum tube was?) …not to mention its potential use in 
uranium piles for their incipient atom bomb project. So the japanese 
government assigned Dr. Takeo Watanabe (watanabeite) and other 
mineralogists to study the feasibility of extracting borates from local 
minerals. (Yes, mineralogy is sometimes vital to national security - or did 
you think we study minerals just because the crystals are pretty?)

The big commercial deposits of borates in California, South America and 
Turkey, and even the small deposits in Tibet, are all in evaporites. The 
richest boron mineral of all is boracite, with 62% B2O3, found in evaporitic 
anhydrite deposits, although it is really too rare to be an ore, and so hard that 
it wreaks havoc on crushing machinery (although there was a minor 
production of boron from boracite, primarily the massive variety 
“stassfurtite”, in Germany). The giant mines in California produce borates 
from borax (36% B2O3), colemanite (51% B2O3), and most of all from 
kernite (51% B2O3). The salt flats in the Andes yield mainly ulexite (43% 
B2O3), and Turkey produces mostly priceite (49% B2O3), with colemanite 
and others. So, a mineralogist prospecting for borates would do best to hunt 
in sedimentary rock with known evaporite strata, right? Problem: There 
weren’t any evaporitic rocks anywhere in the (ex-)japanese empire.

Dr. Watanabe set off for northern Chohsen (now the infamous “workers’ 
paradise” called North Korea in our lingo), to look at skarns and marbles 
around gold, copper, tin and tungsten mines, which often carry boron 
minerals created by the same high-temperature fluids that injected the metal 
ores. He studied several such deposits and hit the jackpot at the Suan gold-
copper mine (now called the Holkol mine) about 40 miles east of 
Pyongyang. This mine had been worked for gold by the Korean royal family 
since the mid-19th century, and then in the early 20th century for both gold 
and copper by varying consortia of British-American-Korean-Japanese 
interests. One boron mineral, ludwigite, had been reported there earlier by an 
American, Earl Shannon of the Smithsonian, but no one had bothered to 
check the mine systematically for anything as boring as boron. Watanabe 
found that the dolomite marble around the gold ore held from 8 to 11% 
B2O3. The boron was present mainly in a new mineral species, kotoite 
(36.5% B2O3), although other B minerals are also present, including small 
quantities of another new species, suanite. Reserves of kotoite ore were 
calculated to be half a million tons (and you thought kotoite was a rare 



species?), but treating it turned out to be problematic, since Mg borates are 
nowhere near as soluble as the Na-Ca borates from evaporites. The 
economic borates from other countries were soluble in hot water or very 
weak acids, but kotoite had to be heated first with sodium carbonate. The 
Hitachi corporation built a plant in Pyongyang to turn kotoite into borax and 
boric acid. Production started in 1941. Gasoline was as much in short supply 
as borates, so the trucks that carried the ore to Pyongyang ran partly on CO 
gas from burning charcoal!

At other localities, other skarn minerals were exploited for their boron, 
including ludwigite (18% B2O3), szaibelyite (41% B2O3), and danburite 
(28% B2O3). An almost pure ludwigite skarn running 15 to 17% B2O3 was 
mined at Hua-tung-kou, Manchuria. Danburite crystals were recovered 
abundantly from skarn at the Toroku tin-arsenic mine on Kyushu island, 
Japan, and used by the Toshiba company for ampoule glass. (Danburite 
crystals from here are still occasionally offered to collectors, at prices much 
too high for ore!) A serendipitous mineralogical discovery during this 
prospecting work was yet another new borate species, johachidolite, from 
Johachido (now called Sangpaltong), North Korea. 

But the culmination of distorted economics was the decision to mine 
tourmaline as boron ore! Tourmalines are the most widely distributed boron 
minerals on the planet, but they are also among the toughest and most 
insoluble, which is why they end up as detrital grains in beach sand. 
Tourmaline won’t dissolve in even concentrated acids at room temperature. 
But the mineralogists collaborated with industrial chemists to figure out how 
to process it. They came up with two alternatives: the “acid process”, in 
which tourmaline was dissolved in hydrochloric or sulphuric acid in red-hot 
pressure cookers at 800 degrees C (standing nearby if one of those 
developed a crack would not be much fun); and the “alkali process”, in 
which the tourmaline was first dissolved in molten sodium carbonate, which 
was then easy to dissolve in acid. They also found out that dravite (11% 
B2O3), an Mg-rich tourmaline, was slightly more soluble than schorl (10% 
B2O3), the more Fe-rich species.

The Obira tin mine on Kyushu island, Japan (classic locality for the world’s 
best arsenopyrite crystals), has a skarn with abundant tourmaline in the form 
of black needles and acicular sprays. The tourmaline here exhibits complex 
zoning, and a single needle can start growing as the species schorl, followed 
by dravite and finally foitite. The Mitsubishi corporation succeeded in 
treating some of this tourmaline by the high-temperature sulfuric acid 
process. But salvation, in terms of both quantity and quality, came again 



from North Korea, with the tourmaline schists of the Sangnong mine.

The Sangnong gold-copper-cobalt mine worked veins with native gold, 
chalcopyrite, cobalt-bearing arsenopyrite and cobalt-bearing loellingite 
hosted in Precambrian metamorphic rocks. It had been discovered relatively 
recently, and accidentally, while digging a water tunnel for a power plant. 
Keizaburo Nakamura surveyed the area in 1938 and found that dravite, as 
deep bluish brown micro-needles, was a major component of the country 
rock around the metal ores. In some places it was the parallel needles of 
dravite themselves, rather than mica, which gave the schist its schistosity. 
The schist held only 2 to 3% B2O3, but a flotation process was devised to 
separate the tiny tourmaline crystals from the quartz, feldspar and mica, 
bringing the B2O3 content up to 7 or 8%. This concentrate was still very 
poor boron ore, but what it lacked in richness it made up for by its sheer 
volume, uniformity and relative ease of processing. Treatment by both the 
acid and alkali methods turned out to be feasible. Nakamura calculated the 
reserves to be several hundred thousand tons. Then 42 million tons of such 
dravite schist (with about 35% tourmaline) was found around the Tanpung 
copper mine, two miles to the west. A pilot plant was built to treat a hundred 
tons of ore per day, yielding a projected 600 tons B2O3 per year as borax and 
boric acid, but the plant was completed only about a year before the end of 
the war and actual production records seem to be missing.

Many other tourmaline-rich rocks were explored in the Korean peninsula as 
potential boron ores. The Ilgwang open-pit copper mine in South Korea was 
rich in a more iron-rich tourmaline in greisenized granite. Sumitomo 
corporation was building a flotation plant there to concentrate tourmaline 
from the tailings, but it had not yet been completed when World War II 
ended and America permitted free trade again across the Pacific.

Postscripts:

     Mineral collectors are extremely lucky that the borate skarn at the Fuka 
mine in Japan had not yet been discovered in World War II, otherwise its 
lovely crystals of rare borates, like deep blue henmilite, light green 
borcarite and numanoite, colorless nifontovite and pentahydroborite, 
etc., would have all been consumed as ore during the war! The primary 
massive “borate marble” species at Fuka, from which all the others were 
derived, is takedaite (29% B2O3).
    
     Did you notice that the corporate players in this story – Hitachi, Toshiba, 
Mitsubishi and Sumitomo – are still big industrial conglomerates today?



    
     A similar story was repeated after WWII, during the “cold war”, when the 
Soviet Union forced itself to be self-sufficient in borates, rather than depend 
on the U.S. and its western allies, so they mined the huge borosilicate skarn 
at Dalnegorsk. The boron ore minerals here were mainly datolite (22% 
B2O3), with subsidiary danburite. With free trade reestablished after the cold 
war ended, this of course became quite uneconomic, and that’s why we no 
longer see as many lovely specimens coming from that locality.
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